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Abstract—Database system performance problems have a cascading effect into all aspects of an enterprise application. Database vendors and application developers provide guidelines, best practices and even initial database settings for good performance. But database performance tuning is not a one-off task. Database administrators have to keep a constant eye on the database performance as the tuning work carried out earlier could be invalidated due to multitude of reasons. Before engaging in a performance tuning endeavor, a database administrator must prioritize which tuning tasks to carry out first. This prioritization is done based on which tuning action would yield highest performance benefit. However, this prediction may not always be accurate. Experiment-based performance tuning methodologies have been introduced as an alternative to prediction-based performance tuning approaches. Experimenting on a representative system similar to the production one allows a database administrator to accurately gauge the performance gain for a particular tuning task. In this paper we propose a novel approach to experiment-based performance tuning with the use of a context-aware application model. Using a proof-of-concept implementation we show how it could be used to automate the detection of performance changes, experiment creation and evaluate the performance tuning outcomes for mixed workload types through database configuration parameter changes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Database systems (DBS) are at the heart of any enterprise application. Performance problems in the DBS cascade into all aspects of an enterprise application. Database vendors and application vendors provide guidelines, best practices and even initial configuration settings for the DBS to start off with good performance [1]. But it is the responsibility of the database administrator (DBA) to fine tune the DBS to perform optimally which the general guidelines or initial settings may not do. A properly tuned DBS is more likely to enable a DBA to achieve the service level agreements (SLA) than a non-tuned DBS. However database performance tuning is not a one-off task. DBA have to keep a constant eye on the DBS performance as multitude of reasons would cause the tuning work carried out earlier to be invalidated. Change in hardware or faulty hardware (i.e. failed memory banks reducing system available memory, network bandwidth reduction, failed I/O controllers reducing I/O bandwidth) related issues could easily be detected with modern monitoring systems and replacing the component with an exact copy will rectify the issue. But there are other factors that pose much more subtle performance problems. This type of changes include database upgrades (i.e. change in optimizer behaviour), change in configuration parameters (i.e. depreciated configuration settings or change in a default value set at installation), change in workloads and business requirements (i.e. a DBS system used for online transaction processing (OLTP) now being used for transaction processing and decision support system (DSS)), stale statistics on data or a combination of these factors. As a result the database query performance could regress, remain unaffected or improve [2]. The latter two cases would not be of any concern for a DBA but any performance regression must be rectified. Prior to starting performance tuning activities the DBA prioritizes which performance tuning tasks to carry out first. This prioritization is done based on a prediction DBA makes as to which tuning action would yield the highest performance benefit with the lowest cost. The cost could be in the form of monetary loses due to regressed performance as well as time limit imposed by SLA to resolve a performance issue. The DBA uses her knowledge of the DBS, past experiences of handling similar situation and even intuition to make this prioritization. However, this prediction may not always be accurate thus resulting in elongated performance resolution time.

As there are magnitudes of factors to consider it is impossible for a DBA to predict the performance changes without actually trying a workload on the system [3]. Experiment-based performance tuning methodologies have been introduced as an alternative to prediction-based performance tuning methods. In such cases the DBA would create a replica of the production database, run a similar workload to recreate the problem behaviour and then hypothesizes the root cause and set of potential solutions and evaluate them one by one with different sets of experiments [4, 5]. Experimenting on a representative system or on the production system itself allows a database administrator to accurately gauge the performance gain for a particular tuning task before applying it to production DBS.

There are similarities between how a context-aware system reacts to a context change and how a DBA employs an experiment-based performance tuning model. A context is defined by Dey [6] as "any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves. Self-adapting context systems have three main aspects, context sensing, actions or actuators and self-learning/self-adaptation based on action outcomes. These aspects could be transposed to experiment-based DBS performance tuning as follows. DBA has to monitor the DBS to determine if the performance has regressed (i.e. context sensing). Performance regression is detected by way of increase query execution time, high user response time, change in the CPU pattern, memory usage patterns, etc. (i.e. context inference). DBA would carry out a tuning action depending on the symptoms. If the DBA is aware of the reason for the current performance change this would be a known context, as there are many factors that could affect the database performance, DBA may not always know the root cause outright (i.e. unknown context). In an unknown context DBA would engage in the multiple tuning experiments (i.e. actions in the context-aware model), evaluate the outcome of them all and then would decide the most beneficial tuning activity to apply on the production DBS. Once a fix is found the DBA would be knowledgeable to detect similar situations in the future and fix them quickly, the same way context-aware system uses self-adaptation and evolves to recognize more and more contexts.

In this paper we propose a novel approach to experiment-based performance tuning with the use of a context-aware application model. Using our proof-of-concept implementation we showcase how a context-aware system could be used to automate the detection of performance changes, to create appropriate experiments and then to evaluate the performance tuning outcomes for mixed workload types through database configuration parameter changes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work on experiment-based database performance tuning models. Section III gives a description of our novel approach while Section IV presents the formal modelling of it used for the proof-of-concept development. Section V describes the implementation of the proof-of-concept system. Section VI presents experimental results of the evaluation. Finally, the paper concludes with Section VII giving a summary of findings from the evaluation and directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Experiment-based database performance tuning models are actively developed and researched into by both the academic initiatives and by database vendors. Among the related work two types of experiment-based database performance models could be identified. The first model type is where experimentation takes place offline or offloaded from the production system while the second model runs experimentation on the production system itself in real-time. During a performance crunch configuration parameter tuning could give the quickest fix with minimum effort. After this initial breather DBA could further investigate the root cause of the performance regress and provide a more substantiated solution. But modern databases have hundreds of parameters and deciding which parameter to tune and what value to set for it require careful testing. Wrong parameter or parameter value could worsen an already bad situation. Database vendor literature provides insight into the parameters a DBA is most likely to use for tuning the workload [7, 8, 9]. This vendor literature could be considered as guidelines but may need to be tested and validated for each individual application.

A framework proposed in [10] provides a DBS independent experiment base approach to database tuning via configuration parameter settings. With the use of adaptive sampling it identifies and brings high impact and high performance configuration parameters into the experiment workbench. Using a cycle-stealing paradigm it executes experiments directly on the production database for accurate gauging of benefits to configuration parameters changes. Another configuration parameter related framework is presented on [4] where starting off with a small number of experiments the experiment base is expanded based on estimated benefits from each experiments. A vendor specific experiment base performance tuning tool is described in [3]. An SQL Performance Analyzer (SPA) was introduced by Oracle in the 11g database version and allows the DBA to measure performance changes or impact of configuration parameter changes, database version upgrades, updating statistics, and creation of database objects such as indexes and materialize views. SPA could be used on the production database or a SQL set from production could be transferred to a test system to be used with SPA. However SPA does not provide any way to automate the testing and requires the DBA to execute each experiment. A more robust workload capture and replay system is presented in [11, 12]. DBA could capture production workload with minimum overhead and use the captured workload to conduct experiments on a test system (i.e. offline) to the same level of concurrency as the production system. Database replay works for proactive performance tuning but is not sufficient for reactive performance tuning as workload capture has to happen before the problem period.

An offline experiment-based performance model is presented in [13] which uses neural network to train to recognize the workload patterns on a test system before letting it predict performance on the production database. As it requires training of neural network beforehand dynamic adaptation to performance workloads that were not in the training set could be unpredictable. As neural network internal weight adjustments are opaque to a DBA, validation of the prediction would require a DBA to carry out further tests. If tuning cannot be achieved through configuration parameter changes then next option is for a DBA to tune the relevant queries to get better performance. To successfully tune queries a DBA has to be aware of the characteristics of the data being queried, statistics and the business requirements. In this regard an experiment-based SQL tuning framework is presented in [5]. Using cardinality sets the framework quickly develops new plans that are of the same neighbourhood but with better execution plans. The approach used by Oracle [2, 14] is based on an initial SQL plan which is considered the baseline, while other plans are generated and compared against this one. If better plans are found then they are added to the baseline after verification allowing query performance to always improve.
and never regress beyond the baseline. Oracle has automated this tuning process with the use of automatic tuning optimizer in 11g and with automatic reoptimization techniques in 12c. A rapid experiment-defining framework and a high level language that enable the DBA to define experiments using the framework is proposed in [17]. The framework orchestrates the scheduling, running and tuning of the system in an automated fashion. DBA is free to devise experiments to check impact of configuration changes.

III. EXPERIMENT-BASED PERFORMANCE TUNING USING CONTEXT-AWARE FRAMEWORK

Having considered many different context-aware models, context-aware framework in [23] was adopted for the experiment-based database performance tuning for the following reasons. It has three loosely coupled independent systems with clear distinct roles which enables DBS independence for the implementation. Its concurrent action execution model provides a non-linear model for experimentation and finally the goal specification and action refinement reduce the number of elements in the eligible set of experiments. Fig.1 shows the adoption of the context-aware framework in [23] for the experiment-based performance tuning. Following the definition in [6] the DBS is nominated as the entity that is of concern and the user workload $W$ and the resource usage $R$ is defined as the contexts describing the state of the DBS (i.e. context space). At any given time the workload $W$ could consists of zero or more user workload types. The resource usage $R$ describes level of consumption of system resources by the DBS at a given point in time. The resource types include CPU, memory and DBS memory components such as buffer pools, I/O utilization, network utilization and etc. The context-aware system senses the context space for any change in context. It is typical in enterprise scenarios that usage pattern remains constant over time as the application uses a similar set of queries. Therefore any change to workload type or resource usage pattern is considered a context change and context inference is carried out.

The context inference is carried out by the inference system which consists of a knowledge base. When a context change is encountered the knowledge base is queried to identify if the new context values are known. If the inference system is unable to find the new context values in the knowledge base then the action system is invoked.

The action system is responsible for concurrent action execution (i.e. concurrent experimentation) and evaluation when an unknown context is encountered. The goals of the action system are to reduce the number of required actions (experiments) and to complete the actions in a single pass (non-linear) as opposed to iterative manner. The action system uses goal specification and experiment refinement to reduce the number of experiments to conduct. The goal specification defines the extremities of the parameters used in the experiments. Using the goal specification the experiment refinement limits what experiment qualifies to be in the action space (set of experiments to evaluate). The experiment limiting process starts by identifying the context that is closest to the unknown context from the knowledge base. The closeness is measured by the difference of the context values. If more than one context is found to be the closest then the priority of each context is considered. Context setting of this known context is used to devise the initial experiment. Other experiments are then derived from this initial experiment. Experiments are executed concurrently in a private workbench. The private workbench ensures that experiment setting is opaque to the DBS and does not affect its current state. As all actions are executed concurrently the outcome of each action is known at the same time which gives a non-linear experiment time. The final phase of the action system is the experiment outcome evaluation. For the database performance tuning actions are evaluated based on a minimizing function. The best tuning action is the one that resulted in minimum resource usage such as the elapsed time or CPU usage for the execution of queries, number of data blocks accessed or combination of metrics as used by [3]. This outcome is then used to update the knowledge base so it learns of the unknown context and is also used to adapt the DBS to best suit the current context.

IV. PROOF OF CONCEPT MODELING

A proof-of-concept case was devised where the experiment-based performance tuning is carried out by way of database configuration changes. The experiments consist of executing a representative workload using different set of configuration values for each experiment.

Fig. 1. Context-aware framework for experiment-based database performance tuning
Representative workload is created by capturing the top SQL for each workload type. Formal modelling of the context-aware framework for our proof-of-concept case was as follows. Two workload types were defined for $W = \{\text{OLTP}, \text{DSS}\}$. Online transaction processing (OLTP) workload types have the characteristics of accessing a small percentage of tuples on few tables for a given query. The Decision Support System (DSS) workload types are ad-hoc or reporting type of queries that access large percentage of tuples in multiple tables. As resource usage context the CPU load for each workload type was considered $R = \{\text{CPU}_{\text{OLTP}}, \text{CPU}_{\text{DSS}}\}$.

It's not uncommon for both these workload types to be present in the same DBS [25]. The knowledge base was modelled using web ontology language (OWL). The objective was not to create a full ontology to represent the context space but to have an OWL representation of context [26] that would allow leveraging of OWL features for context inference. With the use of the OWL only the concrete workload types are needed to be defined, in this case the OLTP and DSS workload types. Using the inherent inference capabilities of OWL it is possible to derive other workload types. A mixed workload is specified using OLTP and DSS concrete types as

\[
\text{configuration}_{\text{Mix}} = \{
\text{owl:Class rdf:about="#Mix"},
\text{owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#DSS"/},
\text{owl:disjointWith rdf:resource="#OLTP"/},
\text{owl:intersectionOf rdf="Collection"},
\text{owl:complementOf rdf:resource="#DSS"/},
\text{owl:complementOf rdf:resource="#OLTP"/},
\text{owl:subClassOf}
\}
\]

A generic workload type called “Workload” is defined using all three aforementioned OWL workload types (OLTP, DSS, MIX). Because of this generic workload type domain or application specific workload types (e.g. Order search workload, sales report workload and etc) could be inferred upon and deduced to one of the three aforementioned workload types thus making implementation free of any domain specific constructs.

The goal specifications denoted as $G_{lo}$ and $G_{hi}$ are considered elements of the configuration parameter space. The initial experiment devised with the known context configuration is denoted as $E_i$. With these definitions in place the total number of experiments defined as a function of the configuration parameter is modelled as a union of three sets.

\[
\text{Experiment space} = \{E_{\text{Lo}}(\text{configuration}_i) \cup E_{\text{Ep}}(\text{configuration}_p) \cup E_{\text{Eq}}(\text{configuration}_q) \mid p = \{1 \ldots n\}, n > 0, q = \{1 \ldots m\}, m > 0, \text{configuration}_k - p\Delta \geq G_{lo}, \text{configuration}_k + q\Delta \leq G_{hi}, \Delta > 0\}
\]

The lower bound expansion range is denoted by $p$ which specifies the number of actions to define in the direction of $G_{lo}$. The upper bound expansion range denoted by $q$ specifies the number of actions to define in the direction of $G_{hi}$ and finally the distance between each configuration parameter is denoted by $\Delta$. Values for $p$, $q$ and $\Delta$ are derived from DBA’s knowledge and experience. The best configuration parameter for the unknown context is the experiment which resulted in minimum resource usage. For the proof-of-concept case each experiment’s CPU usage, DB Time [17] was compared to find the best configuration parameter setting. This could be formally defined as

\[
\text{configuration}_{\text{best}} = \{v_{\text{configuration}} \in \{\text{experiment space configurations}\} \mid \exists E_i(\text{configuration}_i): \text{minimum} (\text{Resource Usage (E_i)})\}
\]

V. PROOF OF CONCEPT IMPLEMENTATION

The context-aware system was developed as a java desktop application with a graphical interface. Fig. 2 shows the experimental setup. The context-aware application ran on a desktop computer with 8GB RAM, 2.8GHz Intel dual core processor and using a 1.7 java virtual machine (JVM) on Windows 7. The chosen DBS system was Oracle 12.1 which ran on a server with 12GB RAM, 2.0GHz Intel quad core processor and 500GB SAS disks running on RedHat Linux 5.5. Workload was generated using a load injector server which had the specifications of 16GB RAM, 2.4GHz Intel quad core processor, and 500GB SAS disk running RedHat Linux 6.4. All machines were connected via LAN. Workloads were generated against two of Oracle database’s sample schemas namely OE (order entry) and SH (sales history) [27]. The query to OE schema was used to simulate OLTP workload (i.e. searching order records) type queries while SH schema was used for simulating DSS workload type. Two services were created in the database for each of the workload types thus enabling to gauge the resource usage of each workload type based on the service metrics. Knowledge base was modelled using java implementation of Protégé OWL API and for inference java API for Protégé Pellet Reasoner was used.

![Fig. 2. Proof-of-concept case setup](image-url)
The knowledge base was initially populated with context facts one relating to OLTP only workloads, another DSS only workloads and one for mix workload type where CPU usage was distributed (90:10) among OLTP and DSS. These values were not validated and they are used to represent DBA setting initial configurations based on experience and intuition.

The configuration parameter optimizer_index_cost_adj [28] was chosen as the parameter to demonstrate the proof of concept. This parameter made a good candidate to demonstrate the proof of concept. It has a wider range (1-10000) but for an enterprise application the applicable range is much narrower which is the concept demonstrated by the goal specification. It is directly applicable to the action refinement model in section IV without requiring any modification. Most importantly the parameter affects the query execution plans thus enabling query performance comparison under each configuration setting. This parameter could be set on two levels, session and system. Session level settings are opaque to other database sessions. As such session level settings provide a private workbench to carry out the concurrent experimentation without affecting other database sessions. There are no clear guidelines to set this parameter in practice. Rule of thumb is to set it to lower values for OLTP workload to make queries bias for index access and higher values for DSS in favour of full table scans. But this rule of thumb may not work for every application. Although optimizer_index_cost_adj is used here any configuration parameter could have been used with the context-aware model.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Three different workloads were created for the OLTP and DSS workload types (OLTP1, DSS1, DSS2) and injected to and removed from the DBS at regular interval. Table I shows the workload mix on the DBS at various times corresponding to Fig. 3 (a) and (b). Oracle’s enterprise manager (OEM) was used to monitor the CPU usage (active session = CPU used by all non-idle DBS session / wall clock time) on the DBS during the testing. There were no other workloads on the test DBS except for the experimental workloads generated. The CPU usage pattern is given on Fig.3 where (a) represent the usage pattern when the DBS configuration is optimized only for OLTP while (b) represent when context-aware application is able to experiment and update the configuration parameter to best fit the workload mix. In Fig.3 (b) during the time period of (T7 – T8) there is spike in the CPU usage compared to (a). This spike is due to context-aware system detecting the context change due to injection of DSS1 workload and carrying out the concurrent experimentation. Once the DBS has adapted comparative CPU usage for the same workload (T8 – T9) is less compared to without adaptation (T2 – T3). Injection of DSS2 also causes a context change and concurrent experimentation to take place (T9 – T10) but since the DBS is already optimized for a DSS workload the spike in CPU usage is less compared to previous adaptation. But overall CPU usage is less (T10 – T11) compared to without adaptation (T2 – T3).

These observations could be validated by examining the result evaluation of the concurrent experiments. The system started with OLTP only workload type which is a known context based on the initial facts the knowledge base is populated with, where configuration value of 100 was considered the best configuration. When the DSS workload is injected into the DBS the CPU usage pattern gets changed and context inference did not yield a known context. Fig. 4 shows the results from the concurrent execution of experiments under various configurations settings, which shows that setting the configuration parameter to 70 results in lowest CPU usage to execute the current workloads. Fig.5 comparison of DB Time also reaffirms the evaluation. For the mix workload the result evaluation uses a weighted average to calculate the CPU and DB Time usage for each experimental workload.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Workload Mix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0, T6</td>
<td>OLTP1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1, T7</td>
<td>OLTP1, DSS1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2, T9</td>
<td>OLTP1, DSS1, DSS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3, T11</td>
<td>OLTP1, DSS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T4, T12</td>
<td>OLTP1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I

![Fig. 3. (a) CPU usage without experiment-based adaptation. (b) CPU usage with context-aware experiment-based adaptation](image-url)
A context-aware model was presented and a proof-of-concept implementation was carried out to test the feasibility of the proposed framework. The experimental results have shown that the concurrent action execution and evaluation together with the use of goal specification and action refinement can improve changes in database performance tuning using a context-aware approach.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a novel approach to experiment-based database performance tuning using a context-aware approach. A context-aware model was presented and a proof-of-concept implementation was carried out to test the feasibility of the proposed framework. The experimental results have shown that with the use of goal specification and action refinement together with the concurrent action execution and evaluation the implemented system enables DBS to adapt to changing workload types and resource usage patterns. As a result of this work we hope to introduce a new paradigm of context-aware database performance tuning where instead of one setting fits all, the DBS update their settings to best suit the current workloads and assist DBA in performance tuning tasks. As future work we wish to use the context-aware implementation for experiment-based performance tuning of a database application using TCP-C and TPC-H benchmarking workloads.
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